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Why should you care about it?

Startups prefer freshers but only if there is a fitment. 
How do they find fitment amidst abundance?

Only 50% gets employed
Fresher jobs receive avg 250+
applicants per opening
Startups salaries are 20%
higher than enterprise salaries

Avg no of freshers in
startups

Energy
Ideas
Eager to learn
Cost-effective

functional fitment
Cultural fitment
Skill sets fitment

Startups hire freshers
despite that, if there is a

Freshers pass out 
 every year in India

55%60 L + 57%
recruiters acknowledge
that freshers lack skills

* Business Standard, 2021* The Hindu, 2022* Business Insider, 2021



CredoHire is a platform where startups hire fresh talent based on recommended fitment
generated using predictive analytics

Multiple startups are hiring fresh talent basis
recommended fitment from CredoHire
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https://credohire.in/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/457.pdf


How does predictive analytics work?

basis personality test
Focus on soft skills which are important to
startups: willingness to learn, ownership,
Self drive

Cultural fitment 

Custom assessment basis stream/function
selection
Focus on identifying right career choice using
aptitude tests

Relevance fitment 

basis a custom assessment on area of
interest & skills
Catering to 90 skills as of now

Skillset fitment

CredoHire's owned IP - Credo Score
recommends startup fitment
Scientific framework for evaluating overall
startup fitment using predictive analytics
Generated after processing 30+ data
points

Receive your startup fitment score using
predictive analytics in 30 mins

Collect required datapoints Perform data analytics on
scientifically designed models

Startup fitment

Lo gh



What do you need to do? Get verified with a simple 3 step process to start applying on fresher jobs
at top startups

Get verified & Start applying

Sign up & Create your profile Take a FREE assessment



          Arun Pratap Singh
           Strategic Advisor & Independent Director
Chief People officer, Decimal Point Analytics 
A seasoned industry leader with more than a decade of
experience in HR roles across large enterprise companies

Who are we? What are our credentials?

          Himanshu Kumar
          Co-Founder & CEO
PGP, IIM Ahmedabad & B.Tech, NIT Kurukshetra
9+ years of experience across product & business roles
Responsible for Product, Strategy & Marketing

          Dhananjay Yadav
          Co-Founder & CTO
B.Tech, Computer Science, AKTU
7+ years of hands-on full stack dev experience with fast paced startups
Responsible for Engineering, Tech & Analytics

Our team comes with a collective experience of 30+ years working in
Corporate and we are passionate about analytics

          Maneesh Dindhoria
           Analytics Manager
B.Tech, Computer Science, NIT Patna
A recent passout from NIT Patna with experience
in an analytics company

https://www.linkedin.com/in/himanshukriima/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dhananjay-webx/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/arunpsingh/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/maneesh-dindhoria-5133a3187/


+91-92056 90337

contact@credohire.in

www.credohire.in

Connect with us

Hypernova Analytics Services Pvt Ltd
Plot 76-D, 1st Floor, Udyog Vihar, phase
IV, Sec 18, Gurgaon

Scan QR code to sign up 


